Tools and Resources to Address Unconscious Bias
Disclaimer: The list below was put together to help raise awareness of publications, initiatives, reports, case studies, tools and guidance relevant to unconscious bias.
The organizations or reports listed have not been through any vetting or due diligence process, and inclusion in this list does not constitute an endorsement of the
individual organizations or initiatives. To suggest a free resource, contact womens-empowerment-principles@unglobalcompact.org
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Summary
This report analyzes open-ended answers to survey questions as
well as one-on-one interviews to reveal that gender stereotypes
can create several predicaments for women leaders. Because
they are often evaluated against a “masculine” standard of
leadership, women are left with limited and unfavorable
options, no matter how they behave and perform as leaders. In
particular, three predicaments put women in a double bind and
can potentially undermine their leadership as well as their own
advancement options:
1. Extreme Perceptions: Women are perceived as too soft or too
tough but never just right.
2. The High Competence Threshold: Women leaders face higher
standards and lower rewards than men leaders.
3. Competent but Disliked: Women leaders are perceived as
competent or liked, but rarely both.
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A primer on the building blocks for building an unconscious bias
reduction plan.
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This article explains the four domains of bias in performance
management: rater bias, self-rater bias, structural bias, and
calibration bias. Drawing upon a fictional case study based on
years of real life consulting experience, we will explore how
each bias manifests daily in the workplace, how each bias affects
performance management, and how we can mitigate these
biases. By addressing and managing biases, organizations can
provide equal growth opportunities for persons of all groups
and ensure a robust team of employees necessary for success.

